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Techno-Economic Analysis of a Conceptual Biofuel Production Process from Bioethylene Produced by Photosynthetic Recombinant Cyanobacteria

Jennifer N. Markham, Ling Tao, Ryan Davis, Nina Voulis, Largus T. Angenent, Justin Ungerer and Jianping Yu

Ethylene is the petrochemical produced at largest volume worldwide. It serves as a building block for a wide variety of plastics, textiles, and chemicals, and can be converted into liquid transportation fuels. There is great interest in developing technologies that produce ethylene from renewable resources, such as biologically derived CO2 and biomass. One of the metabolic pathways used by microbes to produce ethylene is via an ethylene-forming enzyme (EFE). By expressing a bacterial EFE gene in a cyanobacterium, ethylene has been produced through photosynthetic carbon fixation. Here, we present a conceptual design and techno-economic analysis of a process for biofuel production based on upgrading of ethylene generated by the recombinant cyanobacterium. This analysis focuses on potential near-term to long-term cost projections for the integrated process of renewable fuels derived from ethylene. The cost projections are important in showing the potential of this technology and determining research thrusts needed to reach target goals. The base case for this analysis is a midterm projection using tubular photobioreactors for cyanobacterial growth and ethylene production, cryogenic distillation for ethylene separation and purification, a two-step Ziegler oligomerization process with subsequent hydrotreating and upgrading for fuel production, and a wastewater treatment process that utilizes anaerobic digestion of cyanobacterial biomass. The minimum fuel selling price (MFSP) for the midterm projection is $15.07/gallon gasoline equivalent (GGE). Near-term and long-term projections are $28.66/GGE and $5.36/GGE, respectively. Single- and multi-point sensitivity analyses are conducted to determine the relative effect that chosen variables could have on the overall costs. This analysis identifies several key variables for improving the overall process economics and outlines strategies to guide future research directions. The productivity of ethylene has the largest effect on cost and is calculated based on a number of variables that are incorporated into this cost model (i.e., quantum requirement, photon transmission efficiency, and the percent of energy going to either ethylene or cyanobacteria biomass production).

1. Introduction

Ethylene is the petrochemical produced at largest volume worldwide, and it is used for more than 50% of the total polymer production by volume, making it one of the most used chemicals for the industrial world. Because the ethylene market is so large, with a production capacity of 120 million (MM) metric tons in 2010, it is often used as a proxy for the chemical industry’s performance as a whole. In addition to polymer production, ethylene is a building block for many other chemicals and can also be upgraded into gasoline, diesel, and jet fuels.

Before World War II, ethylene was produced from the dehydration of ethanol, but that process was partially replaced with the advent of cheaper fossil feedstocks. Today, nearly all ethylene is produced from fossil sources, primarily through steam cracking of naphtha, gasoil, and condensates. In recent years, a commercial bioethylene plant has started operation. Brazil-based Braskem has been making bio-polyethylene since 2010 with an annual capacity of 180,000 metric tons. Braskem produces ethylene through a sugar-to-ethanol-to-ethylene pathway that utilizes sugarcane grown on arable land. With the knowledge that (1) fossil sources are finite; (2) the cost of fossil feedstocks continues to vary; and (3) the conventional steam-cracking process produces greenhouse gases (1.5–3.0 tons of CO2 per ton of ethylene), it is clear that renewable bioethylene should be considered as an addition or replacement to the petroleum-dominated ethylene market.

Besides catalytic conversion from bioethanol, ethylene can be biologically produced by plants, bacteria, and fungi. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and others have developed the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (henceforth referred to as Synechocystis) that produces ethylene via photosynthetic carbon assimilation. As plants use ethylene to regulate germination, senescence, and fruit ripening, plant pathogens have developed pathways to produce ethylene to weaken their hosts. One of these pathways uses the ethylene-forming enzyme to catalyze a single-step reaction involving components of the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA cycle). This pathway, when compared to other bio- and fossil-based alternatives for ethylene production, holds great potential for commercial applications. Ethylene can be produced on non-arable land with this pathway. The recombinant Synechocystis can also use biomass sugars as a supplemental energy source to enhance ethylene productivity when sunlight is not present or sufficient. Additionally, Synechocystis can be grown in saline or brackish water.
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1.1. Previous Bioethylene Production Pathways and Research

There are three pathways for ethylene production in plants, bacteria, and fungi. In the plant pathway, ethylene is generated by a two-step mechanism where methionine is incorporated into S-adenosyl-methionine (SAM) that is first converted to L-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC), which is then reduced to ethylene and cyanide. A second pathway utilized by microbes consists of the oxidation of 2-keto-4-methylthiobutyric acid to ethylene, which produces only trace amounts. A third pathway, found in certain fungi and bacteria, produces ethylene via the ethylene-forming enzyme (EFE). Knowledge of EFE reaction is incomplete; the reaction formula and mechanism is currently under investigation. Fukuda et al. proposed that EFE reaction follows the equation shown below, with AKG standing for alpha-ketoglutarate and P5C standing for 1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate:

\[
3 \text{AKG} + 3\text{O}_2 + \text{L-arginine} \rightarrow 2\text{ethylene} + \text{succinate} + 7\text{CO}_2 + \text{guanidine} + \text{P5C}
\]  
(Equation 1)

NREL’s recombinant Synechocystis produces ethylene by EFE from the bacterium Pseudomonas syringae. Figure 1 shows the metabolic pathway utilized by the recombinant cyanobacterium and possible areas for future research that could lead to higher productivity of ethylene, thus potentially reaching the target levels described in this paper. The NREL recombinant Synechocystis produces ethylene photosynthetically with a maximum demonstrated productivity of 739 mg/L/day at the bench scale and also enhanced photosynthetic activities including carbon fixation, oxygen evolution rates, and increased carbon flux through the TCA cycle. Ethylene, as a gas, diffuses out of the medium and circuments issues related to liquid-liquid product separation of the medium and the product. Ethylene is non-toxic to the cells.

Figure 1. Metabolic pathways in Synechocystis leading to ethylene production and proposed future research areas toward higher productivity.

1.2. Other Products Produced from Photosynthetic Algae and Cyanobacteria

Algae have been commercially cultivated for human consumption, animal feed, and production of pigments and pharmaceutical products since the 1960s. Additionally, algae have been identified as potential feedstocks for hydrocarbon (HC) biofuels. Many of the products produced by wild-type algae are contained within the cell. Thus, to harvest the product the whole algal biomass needs to be harvested. On the other hand, genetically tractable cyanobacteria strains have been engineered (recently reviewed in Angermayer et. al. and Lai and Lan) to secrete target products. The supplementary information tables S1 and S2 provide a review of algae products and secreted products from cyanobacteria. Ethylene productivities are among the highest in mass or moles of carbon at 739 mg/L/day and 52.7 mmol of fixed carbon/L/day.

Ethylene has other benefits that lend it to being the topic for cost analysis. Similar to isoprene and hydrogen, ethylene is not toxic to Synechocystis and is secreted into the headspace of a closed cultivation system, the photobioreactor (PBR), as a gas. The generation of secreted products provides an added benefit because neither carbon flux nor the enzymatic reaction is limited or slowed down by product accumulation; to the contrary, carbon fixation is stimulated by ethylene production.

Quantum requirement is a method of describing the stoichiometric constraints for the photosynthetic reaction mechanism to products. Unlike other products that have well defined reaction mechanisms and quantum requirements, ethylene’s reaction mechanism using the EFE gene is incomplete and literature values for the ethylene quantum requirement vary. A literature search for the quantum requirement for ethylene produces a range of values: 24 mol photons/mol ethylene (equivalent to 12 mol photons/mol CO₂) to 48 mol photons/mol ethylene. These values suggest lower photon energy conversion efficiency compared to some other products (8-13 mol photons/mol product). This limitation is a major challenge for achieving high ethylene productivity. However, the actual productivities reported for generation of other products tend to be much lower, suggesting that factors other than quantum requirement play a major role in the overall product generation and, obviously, productivities depend on the light intensity used during cultivation.

1.3. Current Research Development on Synechocystis to Bioethylene

NREL has engineered genetically stable Synechocystis strains that convert CO₂ to ethylene from photosynthetically fixed carbon. Ethylene productivity has been incrementally increased, through a series of genetic improvements, to reach a peak productivity rate of 30 mg/L/h in the laboratory. This rate was measured with a Synechocystis strain (JU547) that carries a single copy of efe gene per genome, and in which the EFE protein production was enhanced by the engineering of a synthetic ribosome-binding site. The ethylene production rate was measured according to previously published work but under light intensity of 1,500 μmol photon m⁻² s⁻¹. This light intensity is expected to be close to peak illumination inside a PBR exposed to sunlight. The amount of fixed CO₂ that is converted into ethylene is 10% when cells are cultivated to an OD₇₅₀ of 5.0, implying that 90% of the fixed carbon is used for cell biomass growth instead.

The stability of photosynthetic ethylene production has also been evaluated by Cornell University using semi-batch cultures of a previously published 2xef strain. This 2X efe strain was generated earlier than JU547 and did not benefit from the synthetic ribosome-binding site that was engineered into JU547. 2Xefe was shown to direct 5.7% of its fixed carbon to ethylene production. Ethylene production was maintained for 71 days, including 12 days of seeding time, until the experiment was arbitrarily terminated (Figure 2). The data demonstrated genetic stability of our ethylene producing strains. Based on data shown in Figure 2, turnover time...
in the techno-economic analysis (TEA) is assumed to be 60 days for near-term target and 330 days for long-term targets.

Figure 2. Ethylene productivity by the 2X efe strain over 72 days in duplicate semi-batch reactors. Experimental details are shown in the Supplementary Information. For reference, the published peak production rate (7.125 mg/L/h) and steady-state production rate (3.660 mg/L/h) have been indicated by the solid red and orange lines.

Although there are several advantages to generating bioethylene from photosynthesis using Synechocystis, understanding the economic potential for the process at a commercial scale is critical to guide research and development towards viability of this technology. Indeed, rigorous cost analyses have yet to be made public and remain a key uncertainty for further development of this nascent technology. Ethylene, as a building block chemical, can be converted to chemicals or hydrocarbon fuels. Converting ethylene to hydrocarbon fuel is a well-known commercial technology. The goal of this work is to perform a TEA to assess the economic potential of producing renewable fuels from a conceptual process design, detailed process modeling for rigorous calculation of the material and energy balances using Aspen Plus, and translation of the resulting capital investment, project, and operating cost estimates into discounted cash flow calculations. From this information, a minimum GGE selling price was established based on a stipulated 10% internal rate of return, with a sensitivity analysis performed on key performance parameters.

2. Materials and Methods

The TEA includes a conceptual process design, detailed process modeling for rigorous calculation of the material and energy balances using Aspen Plus, and translation of the resulting capital investment, project, and operating cost estimates into discounted cash flow calculations. From this information, a minimum GGE selling price was established based on a stipulated 10% internal rate of return, with a sensitivity analysis performed on key performance parameters.

2.1. Process Overview

The simplified process flow diagram shown in Figure 3 illustrates six main process function areas (Area 100 to Area 600), including cultivation systems for ethylene production (A100), ethylene purification (A200), ethylene catalytic upgrading to hydrocarbons (A300-400), on-site wastewater treatment (A500), and utilities including a cooling tower and refrigeration system (A600).

2.1.1. Area 100 Photobioreactor. In this design, closed cultivation systems are utilized to produce ethylene and biomass in a process similar to that used for algal biomass cultivation. This area includes a closed cultivation system inoculated with seed cell culture for cyanobacteria growth and ethylene production, with adequate solar radiation to achieve the targeted productivity values. An assumed ethylene production of 7.2 g/m²/d is used for our base case cost analysis. This value is calculated using the approach by Weyer et al. and is based on physical laws, an assumed value of quantum requirement, and a location that has an annual solar irradiation of 6,000 MJ/m²/year (see supplementary information table S13 for example locations and their associated average solar irradiance). Figure 4 and Table 1 show the assumptions used to reach the 7.2 g/m²/day base value calculation. Sensitivity analyses are performed to determine the effect of different parameters on ethylene productivity.

Figure 4 and Table 1 show the critical assumptions for efficiencies that, when compounded, lead to a final percent of total irradiance available for ethylene and biomass production. The most critical assumption in calculating ethylene productivity is the insulation value per year, which is set at 6,000 MJ/m²/year (assumption 1). Of the full solar energy spectrum, 45.8% is photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (assumption 2). Ninety-five percent of photons are transmitted through an open pond. Additionally, 90% of photons are assumed transmitted through the plastic of the PBR. Once the photosynthetic portion of the sunlight reaches the PBR cultivation system, only 86% is transmitted through the plastic cover and absorbed by the media, the rest is reflected by the surface (assumption 3).

Under sub-optimal cultivation conditions, the photon utilization efficiency, which is the cyanobacteria cell's ability to absorb available photons, ranges from 10% to 30% under high light, or 50% to 90% under low light conditions. Sub-optimal condition photon losses can be due primarily to photoinhibition, the low light-saturation of photosynthesis, and non-optimal cultivation parameters. Therefore, consistent with Weyer et al., we assume a median value of 50% for the photon utilization efficiency per year (assumption 4). This brings the “utilizable” energy to 1,182 PAR MJ/m²/year.

The biomass and ethylene accumulation efficiency is the amount of energy that can be made available for biomass and ethylene accumulation while accounting for homeostasis (“cost of living”) for the cell. The biomass and ethylene accumulation efficiency is set at 55% of the utilizable energy (assumption 5), and when it is accounted for, the total energy that is allocated to biomass and ethylene production is 650 PAR MJ/m²/year or 10.8%
of the incident radiation. Similarly, Weyer et al. presented 10.8% of the total energy being utilized for biomass production.

The biomass accumulation efficiency was increased from 50% to 55% to compensate for the reduction in photon transmission efficiency from 95% to 86% in order to reach the same 10.8% energy to products. Given that there is a wide range of the biomass accumulation efficiency from 35% to 89%, the 55% assumption is reasonable. To make sure that the theorized ethylene productivity does not reach unreasonably high levels, this 10.8% percent of the incident sunlight.

The conversion of light energy into chemical energy is further impacted by the quantum requirement to create the product. For biomass growth from carbohydrates, eight photons are required to make one CH₂O carbohydrate unit via photosynthesis. The energy contained within the carbohydrate unit is less than the energy needed to create it. The mechanism pathway creates stoichiometric constraints on the maximum product yield per unit energy for ethylene and biomass. This maximum yield determines the quantum requirement.

Table 1. Ethylene Productivity Assumptions for the Base Case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumptions</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Full Spectrum Solar Energy (MJ/m²/year)</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Photosynthetic Portion of Spectrum (PAR)</td>
<td>45.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Photon Transmission Efficiency</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Photon Utilization Efficiency</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Biomass Accumulation Efficiency</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Energy Partitioning for Ethylene Production</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Energy Partitioning for Biomass Production</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Photon Energy of PAR (MJ/mol)</td>
<td>0.2253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Quantum Requirement Ethylene (Biomass)</td>
<td>24 mol photons/mol ethylene (8 mol photons/CO₂ to biomass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Ethylene Energy Content LHV (MJ/kg) (Biomass Energy Content (MJ/kg))</td>
<td>47.2 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calculated Productivities and Efficiencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Productivity (g/m²/day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanobacteria Biomass Productivity (g/m²/day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Energy Efficiency for Ethylene and Biomass (energy content of product/total sunlight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Overall Energy Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass Overall Energy Efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Photon transmission efficiency accounts for light reflection or absorption by the surface and material of the cultivation system. Ninety-five percent of photons are transmitted through an open pond. Additionally, 90% of photons are assumed transmitted through the plastic of the PBR. Thus, 86% of photons are transmitted to the media.

b. Biomass accumulation efficiency is set 5% higher than the same assumption in the Weyer et al. paper to allow for percent of total irradiance used for biomass and ethylene production to match the Weyer et al. paper.

c. Energy partitioning to ethylene is the percent of energy that goes to ethylene creation out of the 10.8% of the total solar irradiance that is available for ethylene and biomass production.

d. This productivity value is projected for research and has not been demonstrated in the laboratory.

Although the quantum requirement for the ethylene-forming enzyme pathway is still to be determined, a value of 12 mol photons/mol CO₂ (equivalent to 24 mol photons/mol ethylene) was chosen to represent the base case scenario. This value assumes that the other products of the pathway, such as guanidine, are reintegrated into the cell and metabolized. When no coproducts are reintegrated to the cell the quantum requirement is much higher at 30.5 mol photons/mol CO₂ (equivalent to 61 mol photons/mol ethylene). A quantum requirement of 8 mol photons/mol CO₂ reduced to biomass is also considered. The 10.8% of the incident sunlight energy accumulated into ethylene and biomass is converted into moles of photons per area, as per Weyer et al., assuming a value of 0.2253 MJ/mol for an average 531 nm-photon, yielding a photon flux density for product creation of 2,885 PAR mol photons/m² year (2,250 PAR mol photons/m² year for ethylene production and 635 PAR mol photons/m² year for biomass production.)
production). Using the quantum requirement and the molecular weight of ethylene, the productivity of ethylene for the base case is set to 7.2 g/m²/day after being normalized to a daily production rate, as shown in Table 1. The overall energy efficiency is the amount of energy contained within the products divided by the full spectrum solar energy. For a productivity of 7.2 g/m²/day, 124 MJ/m²/year of energy is contained in the ethylene, giving an overall energy efficiency of 2.1% (130 MJ/m²/year energy in the ethylene / 6,000 MJ/m²/year), and a photosynthetic efficiency of 4.7%. Note that this is not a theoretical maximum of ethylene productivity but a mid-term projection case that may be achievable through research and development. Improving the ethylene productivity beyond 7.2 g/m²/day may also be possible as discussed in the sensitivity analysis section, including both more near-term and long-term research projections. The assumed cyanobacteria elemental formula is set as C₇₆H₄₅O₅₉N₂P₂ from literature. The molar balance of carbon dioxide and water needed for ethylene is formulated as 2CO₂ + 2H₂O → Ethylene + 3O₂, although it clearly does not reflect the actual reaction. This elemental formula is also used to determine the required nutrients such as ammonia and diammonium phosphate for biomass nitrogen and phosphorous respectively.

There are multiple options for photosynthesis reactors in literature for algae production. Because ethylene is collected from the gas phase of a photosynthesis reactor, a closed system is required. A system of rigid tubular PBRs is considered as the base case. The PBR is comprised of horizontal tubes with an inner diameter of 8 cm and 80 m long sections, as described by Davis et al. The headspace accounts for 20% of the reactor volume in this design. For the sensitivity analysis, a cultivation of covered ponds is considered. The covered ponds are covered with low-density polyethylene operating at 20-cm liquid depth. The molar balance of carbon dioxide and water needed for ethylene is formulated as 2CO₂ + 2H₂O → Ethylene + 3O₂, although it clearly does not reflect the actual reaction. This elemental formula is also used to determine the required nutrients such as ammonia and diammonium phosphate for biomass nitrogen and phosphorous respectively.

Table 2. Productivity Baseline Assumptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PBR</th>
<th>Covered Pond (Sensitivity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scale (MMGGE/yr)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility size (acres; cultivation PBR only)</td>
<td>3,053</td>
<td>3,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Footprint (acres; includes processing, storage, etc.)</td>
<td>3,635</td>
<td>3,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene Productivity</td>
<td>7.2 g/m²/day</td>
<td>7.2 g/m²/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(359 mg/L/day)</td>
<td>(359 mg/L/day)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass Productivity</td>
<td>5.1 g/m²/day</td>
<td>5.1 g/m²/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(257 mg/L/day)</td>
<td>(257 mg/L/day)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the closed pond and PBR reactors are closed systems with no evaporative losses. Instead of the evaporative cooling possible with open ponds, these reactors need additional cooling. The PBR assumes a sprinkler system for cooling, whereas the covered pond uses a cooling tower system. The amount of heat the cooling tower removes from the closed ponds is based on temperature modeling of a closed PBR in literature. The cyanobacteria are grown at 30°C–40°C and 32 GJ/ha/day are calculated to be absorbed by the closed ponds at that production temperature.

The cultivation systems are assumed to run on a continuous basis with the off-gasses being removed continuously. The culture in each closed pond is assumed to be purged every 60 days (turnover time) and the cyanobacteria biomass, water, and other nutrients are sent to the wastewater treatment (WWT) area (Area 500), which contains an anaerobic digestion system, a gas turbine on the biogas line; the nutrients and water are then recycled back to the closed cultivation system. The purge basis means that in any one day 2% of the cultivation systems are being purged and re-inoculated. Substantial fractions of CO₂, nutrients, and water are recycled from the WWT and ethylene separation and purification operations (Area 200), and make-up rates are subsequently calculated to close mass balances.

2.1.2. Area 200 Ethylene Separation. The gas phase from the cultivation systems containing ethylene, unconverted CO₂, oxygen, and water vapor is sent to Area 200 to undergo ethylene separation. Although the presence of CO₂ does not affect the oligomerization of ethylene, larger reactors would be needed for this process. Oxygen and ethylene are reactive at concentrations ranging from 2.7 vol% to 36 vol% ethylene, and the ethylene must be separated from the oxygen before the catalytic reaction takes place. To stay outside the flammability zone, additional air is pumped into the covered ponds and PBRs to maintain the ethylene concentration below 2.7 vol%. This increases the energy requirement for separation, but reduces the risk of fire at the plant.

Ethylene purification technologies from light olefins in commercial operations include cryogenic separation, solid pressure swing adsorption, liquid absorption of ethylene with solvent recovery, and membrane separation. Although many of these separation methods have been employed by the natural gas industry to capture methane and ethylene from other light hydrocarbons, there is little information on the effect of oxygen on the process design. Two separation methods (cryogenic distillation and liquid absorption) are considered and compared in this study, allowing us to explore different separation technologies for
economics. Cryogenic distillation is a commercially proven technology for ethylene purification, but it could be potentially expensive due to the large power demand for cooling and compressing gas streams. Liquid absorption, on the other hand, can be more energy efficient, but it could require a capital-intensive design and its effectiveness in purifying ethylene from CO2 and O2 is not proven. For the cryogenic separation approach, CO2 is removed first by an amine-based system since CO2 solidifies at the operating conditions for the process. Water vapor is removed by molecular sieves before the gas mixture is applied to the distillation column. An alternative approach involves applying a “Controlled Freezing Zone Process,” which utilizes cryogenic distillation columns designed to have a zone that allows for solids formation. In the liquid absorption separation method CO2 is again first removed by an amine-based absorber and stripper. This reduces CO2 build-up within the oligomerization reactor. Water is removed via a molecular sieve. Ethylene absorption using solvents has been extensively discussed in the patent literature. Hydrocarbons that are created downstream in Areas 300 and 400 are used as a solvent to recover ethylene. The off-gas is compressed and cooled to 10 bar and 15°C before entering the absorption column to recover a higher percentage of ethylene. Paraffins in the C4–C10 range are sent to the absorption column at 10 bar and -22°C. The on-site chilling requirement is supplied by a propylene refrigeration unit. Patent examples describe ethylene recovery reaching 99.16%. The solvent flow into the absorber is determined by the model in order to recover nearly all of the ethylene in the gas. After the absorber, the ethylene-rich solvent is sent to a distillation column where the ethylene is recovered. The solvent is recycled to the absorber with a make-up solvent stream to account for lost solvent. For both cases, the purified ethylene stream is sent to Area 300 for oligomerization and CO2 is recycled back to the cultivation system.

2.1.3. Area 300 Ethylene Oligomerization. Production of hydrocarbon fuel (gasoline and diesel) blendstocks via ethylene oligomerization is a process technology that has been known for more than 70 years. It is a well-established process for which no further technological breakthroughs are expected, except improvements in catalyst design. Three commonly used commercial homogeneous technologies for ethylene oligomerization include the Ziegler one-step process used by Chevron Phillips (capacity 680,000 metric tons per year, 2002), the Ziegler two-step process utilized by the Ethyl Corporation (now Ineos, capacity 470,000 metric tons per year, 2002), and the Shell Higher Olefin Process (SHOP) developed by Shell Oil Company (capacity, 320,000 metric tons per year, 1977). We consider the two-step Ziegler process here, with separate oligomerization and hydrogenation reactions. In the oligomerization reaction, ethylene is converted to linear α-olefins.

The catalysts used to initiate this reaction have been broadly studied and include the Ziegler type catalysts, chromium-based catalysts, and ligand catalysts using different metal bases such as nickel. Commercial processes for ethylene oligomerization often use homogeneous catalysts to reach the lower density oligomers that are below 30 carbon chain lengths. For instance, the homogeneous Ziegler catalyst is used for two different processes including the single-step process used by Chevron Phillips and the two-step process used by Ineos. The two-step Ziegler process regenerates the catalyst whereas the single-step process uses the transformed catalyst as a coproduct. To reduce the number of coproducts formed in the process, the two-step Ziegler process was chosen for fuel production in this model. The reaction occurs in two reactors with the first for oligomer generation occurring at 90°C–120°C and 100 bar. The second reactor displaces the oligomers attached to the triethylaluminum catalyst with ethylene at 200°C–300°C and 10 bar. Based on similar processes from literature, such as the one-step Ziegler process and other ethylene oligomerization commercial processes using homogeneous catalysts, it was assumed that tubular reactors are used for this reaction system.

The reaction conditions and oligomer separation are further discussed in Lanier and utilize tandem flash tanks and centrifugal separators. The final product distribution of olefins is 5% C4, 10% C5, 16% C6, 19% C10, 18% C12, 15% C14, 9% C16, 5% C18, and 3% C20+C22. The mix of olefins includes 95% linear alpha-olefins, 4% branched olefins, and 1% linear olefins that are not alpha-olefins. The ethylene conversion is assumed to go to completion because the unreacted ethylene is recovered based on literature of similar reactions with ethylene recovery and recycle. This study assumed the use of the oligomerization reaction catalyst (Ziegler) with a calculated weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 2 h⁻¹ based on literature data, a density of 836 kg/m³ (52.19 lb/ft³) at 20°C, and a cost of $6.04/kg ($2.74/lb) with annual replacement. Make-up catalyst is also considered for the lost catalyst contained in a purge stream. In order to reduce build-up of mid-range olefins, a purge stream is included. Similar to other designs, the total amount of product purged is equal to 5% by weight of the aluminum content of the stream going to the displacement reactor.

A hydrotreating reactor is used to saturate the olefins to alkanes. Two common catalysts for this are cobalt molybdenum (CoMo) and palladium or platinum (Pd or Pt) on activated carbon. This study assumed that the CoMo catalyst is used with a WHSV of 3 h⁻¹. The yield is assumed 100% to alkanes at 370°C and 35 atm. After hydrotreating, a hydrosisomerization step is applied to convert normal paraffin to their isomers. The bi-functional catalysts used for isomerization contain platinum-containing zeolite catalysts at 1 h⁻¹ WHSV in the 250°C fixed bed reactor similar to the hydrotreating step. Hydroisomerization catalyst life is usually three years or more, and an atmosphere of hydrogen is used to minimize carbon deposits on the catalyst but hydrogen consumption is negligible.

2.1.4. Area 400 Hydrocarbon Fractionating. A series of distillation columns are used to fractionate hydrocarbons into gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel blendstocks. The light paraffins are C2–C4 hydrocarbons that can be recycled back to the oligomerization reactor or sent to a combustor. In this model, this stream is sent to the combustor. The product cut containing C5–C8 components constitutes gasoline-range fuel. Carbon numbers in the range C5–C12 are considered to be jet-range blendstocks. All products having carbon numbers higher than C12 are considered diesel blendstocks. However, engine testing and quantification of fuel properties for each product cut (e.g., octane number, vapor pressure, cetane number, and cloud point) would be required to fully understand each product’s suitability for fuel blendstock purposes. For the purpose of overall hydrocarbon yield calculations used in the TEA, a lump sum of all fuel-range hydrocarbons is used to set the total GGE yield, based on the products lower heating values (LHVs).

2.1.5. Area 500 Wastewater Treatment. The main operation in WWT is anaerobic digestion, similar to the algal process designs described in previous work. The use of an anaerobic digester is important for the life-cycle analysis of algae because of the production of methane coproduct, which, when combusted and sent to a turbine, can offset energy requirements from the grid. This in turn reduces greenhouse gas emissions associated with the
displaced grid electricity.\textsuperscript{64} We determined that this additional methane coproduct from waste cyanobacteria biomass was important to the life-cycle analysis and economics, similar to the conclusions drawn from the algae lipid life-cycle analysis and TEA.\textsuperscript{28,32} The CP have a low cell biomass concentration, so a set of settling tanks in parallel would be needed to reduce the total volume of the anaerobic digesters.\textsuperscript{30} Additionally, gravity thickeners are used to further increase the biomass concentration to 3% solids.\textsuperscript{30} The anaerobic digesters operate at 35°C with a 20-day hydraulic retention time.\textsuperscript{30} The volatile solids loading rate is 1 kg/day/m\textsuperscript{3}. The gas yield is based on 48.2% carbon degradation, and the composition of the biogas is 67% methane and 33% CO\textsubscript{2}.\textsuperscript{32} The AD power demand is set at 0.085 kWh/kg total solids.\textsuperscript{32,65} Additionally, the heat demand is 0.22 kWh\textsubscript{annual}/kg total solids.\textsuperscript{32} The methane-rich biogas for the anaerobic digesters is sent to a gas turbine. The turbine also makes use of concentrated oxygen from Area 200 and fresh air, with operational design specifications based on previous work.\textsuperscript{32} Heat is recovered from the flue gas and used for heat demands in other areas of the process. The exhaust turbine flue gas is not recycled to the ethylene cultivation. The liquid effluent from the anaerobic digester contains unreacted solids, nitrogen, water, and phosphorous. With proper solid-liquid separation, the liquid stream with rich nutrients can be recycled to the cultivation system to optimize nutrient consumptions, similar to previous work by Davis et al.\textsuperscript{28} When the unreacted solids are removed it is assumed that 20% of the nitrogen, 25% of the water, and 50% of the phosphorous are also removed.\textsuperscript{32} An additional 5% of the nitrogen is assumed to be lost to volatilization.\textsuperscript{32} The remaining 75% nitrogen, 75% water, and 50% phosphorous are recycled back to the cultivation system. The solid sludge contains a high percentage of nitrogen-rich nutrients (25% of total nitrogen from the anaerobic digester) and is assumed to be sold as a coproduct for fertilizer.\textsuperscript{32}

2.1.6. Area 600 Utilities. Area 600 facilitates overall energy, water, and power integration. It includes utilities that relate to each area of the process. It accounts for the total requirement of cooling water, chilled water chemicals, power required for a nitrogen refrigeration unit, total power requirement, process water, and heating requirements if additional heating is required. The nitrogen refrigeration unit is not included in the ethylene recovery by solvent treatment (anaerobic digester) area of the process. The exhaust turbine is used. The refrigeration system takes nitrogen and compresses it to create a high-temperature stream, which is then cooled by the ethylene water and sent through a turbine to further reduce the temperature and pressure. The cooling water system accounts for cooling water chemicals and the power requirement for pumping the water. If additional heating is required, the amount of purchased natural gas is determined for a heater. Process water accounting determines the amount of make-up water required by the process. Finally, power requirements for the system are determined and purchased from the electrical grid.

2.2. Process Economic Analysis

The operating expense calculation for the designed facility is based on material and energy balance calculations using Aspen Plus process simulations.\textsuperscript{30} Raw material unit costs are based on literature or existing models, summarized in Table 3. Major raw materials for each area include carbon dioxide, diammmonium phosphate, ammonia, monoethanolamine (MEA), hydrogen, water, cooling tower chemicals, electricity, catalysts, and natural gas. The biosolids containing nitrogen are used as a coproduct. In addition, the absorption solvent separation method requires recycled lean-oil hydrocarbons from the gasoline product. Raw material prices are shown in Table 3. All costs are inflated to 2011 U.S. dollars using the Plant Cost Index from Chemical Engineering Magazine,\textsuperscript{74} the Industrial Inorganic Chemical Index from SRI Consulting,\textsuperscript{66} and the labor indices provided by the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics.\textsuperscript{69} Salaries for personnel are inflated from 2002 dollars to 2011 dollars.\textsuperscript{69} Sixty percent of the total salaries are added for labor burden, and 2.0% of the total installed capital (TIC) is designated for maintenance (which includes expenses on cleaning).\textsuperscript{32} Property insurance and taxes account for 1.5% of the total capital investment (TCI).\textsuperscript{32}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Raw Material and Utility Cost.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diammonium Phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling Tower Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Disposal Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oligomerization Catalyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrotreating Catalyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoethanolamine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coproduct Credit</th>
<th>Price ($2011)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biosolids Containing Nitrogen</td>
<td>($533.29/metric ton N) $^{52}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Material, energy balance, and flow rate information are used to size equipment and to calculate capital expenses. Equipment is sized based on the Aspen Plus simulation of the material and energy balances. Sources for these equipment costs vary from vendor quotations, prior published NREL design reports,\textsuperscript{28,30,32,70,74,75} and internal equipment costing databases. For instance, equipment costs for the covered ponds and wastewater treatment (anaerobic digester) area are based on a published analysis for algal biofuel processing.\textsuperscript{73} PBR reactor costs are based on a previous publication by Davis et al.\textsuperscript{28} The oligomerization reactor is extrapolated from a high-pressure tubular reactor from Dutta et al.\textsuperscript{75} Based on patent literature, the oligomerization reactor is scaled based on the calculated gas hourly space velocity from.\textsuperscript{52} Some standard process equipment, such as distillation columns, pumps, and tanks, are based on costing software calculations (i.e., Aspen Capital Cost Estimator). For most equipment, scaling factors are applied for variations in the throughput or other key design parameters that vary relative to the basis of the original cost estimates, using standard methodologies as described in the NREL 2002 and 2011 design cases.\textsuperscript{50,76} Applying scaling factors using the power law to change equipment to fit new capacity requirements is consistent with previously documented methodologies\textsuperscript{70,76} as well as indirect capital expenses, except for the additional economic assumptions shown in Table 4. For conceptual analyses of this type, factored equipment estimates are used to project the total project investment based on the calculation of total capital investment.

The discounted cash flow assumes 40% equity financing with a loan interest at 8% for 10 years. Working capital is assumed to be 5% of the fixed capital investment. The plant depreciation period is set for seven years. The plant is assumed to take three years to construct with a quarter of a year spent on start up.
The minimum fuel selling price is the price at which the combined gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel products (translated to net GGE yield) must be sold to reach an internal rate of return of 10% and a net present value of 0 at year 30. For the base case, the covered pond for ethylene production and cryogenic separation for ethylene purification are selected. Several sensitivity cases are developed to compare with the base case for variation of cultivation method or separation technology.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Base Case Economics

The base case techno-economic analysis considers a scenario projecting future midterm goals of ethylene productivity in a location with an average solar irradiance of 6,000 MJ/m²/year and is described in section 2.1. The base case process scenario assumes an ethylene cultivation system of tubular PBRs with an ethylene productivity of 7.2 g/m²/day (398 mg/L/day), whereas a comparative sensitivity case instead considers a cultivation system of covered ponds with an ethylene productivity of 7.2 g/m²/day in section 3.2. The areal productivity per square meter of solar radiation given in g/m²/day is set to be consistent with standard productivity rates as typically viewed for photosynthetic organisms such as algae or cyanobacteria. This productivity is a midterm research target, not a theoretical limit. It is important to note that this pre-commercial technology has not yet been demonstrated at appreciable scales, thus the analysis presented here is conceptual in nature, describing plausible projections for technology scale-up in a hypothetical nth-plant facility. Cryogenic distillation is used in the base case to separate and purify ethylene from gas mixtures, as this technology is more established for large-scale applications than the liquid absorption option described in section 2.1. TEA results for the production of hydrocarbon fuels from this bioethylene process are discussed below with a minimum fuel selling price determined for near-term to long-term projections.

3.1.1. Capital Cost Distribution. As described in section 2.2, the capital cost for the equipment is estimated from previous TEAs, literature sources, vendor quotes, and Aspen Process Evaluation software. Figure 5 illustrates the equipment cost for each process section. The total installed equipment cost is $443 MM and the total capital investment is $741 MM. The cultivation system (tubular PBRs) accounts for the largest portion of the capital investment at $369 MM. The oligomerization facility for upgrading ethylene to hydrocarbon fuels represents the second largest capital expense at $33 MM, followed by cryogenic distillation and then utilities and wastewater treatment. The combined cost from the PBRs, cryogenic distillation, and oligomerization contributes to more than 95% of the total direct equipment capital costs.

The sensitivity analysis (section 3.2) considers the cost implications when capital expenses are reduced. Ethylene and subsequent hydrocarbon fuel yields play critical roles in capital cost, and by improving ethylene productivity, the capital cost burden of the cultivation system is reduced. The capital expenses can also benefit from economies of scale.

3.1.2. Operating Cost Distribution. Table 5 shows the operating costs for the facility. The costs in Table 5 are broken into six categories including: purchased carbon dioxide, nutrients for the cyanobacteria cell growth and cell maintenance, chemicals for separation and oligomerization, hydrogen, make-up water/water disposal, and purchased electricity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raw Material</th>
<th>Cost ($MM/yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purchased CO₂</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrients for Cells</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Electricity</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make-Up Water and Water Disposal</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coproduct Credit</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, the digestate from the anaerobic digestion of wastewater treatment is credited as a coproduct for its purpose as a fertilizer. The coproduct is credited based on its bioavailable nitrogen content, using the same assumptions as documented in prior work.

The largest operating expense for the facility is purchased electricity, accounting for $18.9 MM per year. On-site power generation from combusting the digester biogas in a gas turbine is not sufficient to power the entire facility; additional grid electricity must be purchased at a rate of $0.0682/kW. Electricity consumption attributed to the cryogenic distillation step accounts for more than 95% of the total power consumption, although the estimated capital expense of cryogenic distillation is less than 5% of...
the total capital. The second largest operating expense is purchasing carbon dioxide for biomass and ethylene production. The carbon dioxide is assumed to be sourced from a flue gas carbon capture operation off site, and is delivered in concentrated form at $40/metric ton.28

3.1.3. Minimum Fuel Selling Price. For the design basis of 10 MMGGE/yr hydrocarbon fuel production rate, the resulting MFSP with a 10% internal rate of return is $15.07/GGE. Figure 6 shows the total cost contribution associated with each process area, with consideration for capital expense, raw material cost, process electricity, wastewater treatment, and fixed costs.

The ethylene production step using the PBRs accounts for more than 70% of the total MFSP owing to the high capital costs of the PBRs. Cryogenic distillation for purification of ethylene is the second largest cost contributor, driven by purchased electricity for this power-intensive operation. Although capital expenses for converting ethylene to hydrocarbon (oligomerization and hydrotreating reactor systems) are also significant, accounting for 8% of the total MFSP, these technologies are mature and do not represent major cost drivers for the overall process. The cyanobacterial biomass is harvested from the PBRs every 60 days allowing for 2% of the PBRs to be drained and harvested each day. The PBR effluent is assumed subject to gravity thickeners to concentrate the feed material to the wastewater treatment (anaerobic digestion) system to reduce the total volume of the anaerobic digesters.30 This gravity settling assumes that cyanobacteria will be able to settle similar to some strains of algae.30 The total capital cost of the gravity thickeners accounts for 5% of the capital cost in the wastewater treatment process area, while the anaerobic digestion units account for 52% of the wastewater treatment cost. The remaining cost in the wastewater treatment area is attributed to a power-generating turbine. Several sensitivity scenarios are considered for their impact on process economics, including use of a covered pond design, a different ethylene separation technology, or different ways to optimize wastewater treatment capacity.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis

Once key cost drivers are found sensitivity variables are selected to determine the degree the change the variable has on the MFSP. During the sensitivity analysis the plant fuel production is maintained at 10 MMGGE/year, thus the facility footprint is subject to change.

3.2.1. Single-Point Sensitivity. A single-point sensitivity analysis uses reasonable minima and maxima for a chosen variable while holding all other factors constant to understand and quantify the resulting cost impact over overall MFSP. Reasonable minima and maxima for each variable are chosen with recommendations from researchers as well as from engineering judgements. Figure 7 shows the single-point sensitivity as a tornado diagram where the variables are sorted based on largest to smallest impact on the MFSP. The variables considered can be classified into four groups: (1) parameters that influence the capital equipment costs, (2) operating cost variations, (3) the turnover time of the cultivation system (the days the system is online before purging the biomass), and (4) ethylene productivity. The type of cultivation system, the TCI, adding a coating to reduce PBR permeability, the clean-in-place system, and the ethylene separation method are capital equipment variables. The ethylene loss due to PBR permeability, CO₂ cost, cost of land, oligomerization catalyst cost, coproduct credit value and if the separation operates within the flammability zone are variables that mainly affect the operating costs. Additional discussion on operation within the flammability zone is included in the process design and sensitivity analysis. The ethylene productivity is affected by several variables, such as the quantum requirement, total energy used for ethylene production, photon transmission efficiency, and location with its corresponding full spectrum solar energy. Finally, the turnover time for the cultivation PBRs to purge into the wastewater treatment can affect the required volumetric throughput and equipment capacity of the wastewater treatment area.

One use of single-point sensitivity analysis is to understand uncertainties of the base case economics. For example, although cleaning for the PBR is assumed part of the maintenance cost, additional effective but potentially expensive cleaning techniques include high liquid velocities, mechanical agitation, periodic draining, and refilling the reactor, manual scraping, using glass or plastic particles to scour the side of the reactor,78 or using chemicals after PBR harvesting. Another strategy is to develop
reactors with super-hydrophobic coating, in order to prevent fouling and eliminate cleaning cost. If we consider using recoverable polyethylene particles (costed at $1,700/metric ton) and assumed 1% of the volume of the PBRs as the clean-in-place (CIP) mechanism for the tubular PBRs, the cost impact of the CIP is pretty small as shown in Figure 7 and assumed 1% of the volume of the PBRs, the cost impact of the CIP is pretty small as shown in Figure 7.

Two sensitivities consider the uncertainty of ethylene permeability through the cultivation material. The plastic material of the cultivation system could be permeable to ethylene and specific material testing and safety considerations would be required for each proposed cultivation system in the future. The ethylene loss due to possible PBR permeability is calculated as 12% of the total ethylene produced (see supplementary information for additional information). Permeability can be counteracted with coatings on the PBR and CP liner. These coatings have been used in other algae PBR technologies. For example, Algenol has special additives and coating on their PBRs to optimize performance. Some recent research on coatings include monolayer graphene, which is impermeable to all gasses and liquids, and at 30 nm thickness are optically transparent. A capital cost is added as a sensitivity case for coating the PBR in a non-permeable material. Because ethylene permeability is not part of the base case it is not considered for the CP sensitivity options, however CP with LDPE could be more permeable to ethylene than PBRs and could pose both a negative effect on the economics due to reduced yields as well as require additional safety considerations. Additional sensitivities include: variation of the oligomerization catalyst cost from $6.04/kg (2011$) to $23.50/kg (2011$), no coproduct credit, varying the TCI.

**Figure 7. Single-point sensitivity analysis.** a. Energy partitioning to ethylene is the percent of energy that goes to ethylene creation out of the 10.8% of the total solar irradiance that is available for ethylene and biomass production. b. The photon transmission efficiency relates to the percent of photons that are transmitted through the closed pond liners into the media.

The ethylene productivity has the most significant impact on cost, as shown in Figure 7, because total production yield and capital cost burden for the capital-intensive cultivation step is dependent on the achievable productivity. Production yield changes the total cultivation system area required to produce 10 MMGGE of hydrocarbon fuels, which can impact cost significantly. The metabolic pathway quantum requirement for ethylene production also makes a significant impact on the overall cost relative to other variables studied here. A quantum requirement of 61 mol photons/mol ethylene (equivalent to 30.5 mol photons/mol CO₂ converted) results in much lower ethylene productivity and translates to an increase of $16.28/GGE compared to the base case assuming 24 mol photons/mol ethylene (12 mol photons/mol CO₂ converted). This finding shows that it is important to determine the solar quantum requirement and understand its limitations, for a low-cost ethylene metabolic pathway. It is also economically beneficial to improve ethylene productivity by improving energy partitioning to ethylene (e.g., by diverting more carbon to products rather than to cell biomass).

The MFSP decreases by $6.10/GGE if the PBRs are replaced with a covered pond design with no liners. Other options for PBRs, such as hanging bags or immobilized cultures, are being studied extensively in literature. Such alternative cultivation systems may improve economics relative to the costly tubular PBR design considered here. In any case, the design for the cultivation step is likely to be a critical element in ensuring reliable operability, both based on structural integrity and avoiding contamination; such considerations are beyond the conceptual nature of this analysis, but would require more detailed engineering studies and prototype designs to demonstrate. A significant decrease in MFSP may also be
realized if the ethylene separation can cross or occur within the flammability zone for a given mixture of ethylene and oxygen (although additional safety precautions would need to be incorporated if such a separation is possible, which is not accounted for here). Although the two separation methods had little effect on the MFSP, additional technologies should be considered to reduce the power demand for separation. Other variables (cost of land, photon transmission efficiency, a PBR coating to reduce permeability, CO2 cost, ethylene separation method, turnover time, CIP cleaning, oligomerization catalyst cost, and coproduct credit value) individually impact the MFSP by ≤$1.00/GGE, although taken cumulatively could still add up to significant impacts.

Although there is not much economic benefit by switching to solvent absorption as shown in Figure 7, both cases involve separations that dilute the ethylene with air to remain outside the flammability zone. If the separations are able to work within or cross through the flammability zone then the MFSP may be decreased significantly. However, if additional capital costs are related to equipment that can work within the flammability zone the MFSP could increase. This promotes future work on looking into the economics of a more robustly engineered separation system to operate in the flammability zone practically.

3.2.2. Multiple-Point Sensitivity Analysis. A multiple-point sensitivity analysis was conducted to show cost comparisons with a combination of two or more process variables. Combinations of cultivation options (tubular PBRs and covered ponds) and ethylene purification options (cryogenic and absorption separation) are compared in Figure 8. The process scenario using covered ponds and absorption separation results in the lowest MFSP compared to the others studied. Other separation technologies, such as membranes or solid pressure swing adsorption, may be additional scenarios worth considering. Further research on the development of gas separation technology for this application will be an important area for further reducing cost, similar to improving productivity and alternative PBR designs.

![Figure 8. Multiple-point sensitivity analysis.](image)

3.2.3. Cost Prospective for Future Research Directions

Three scenarios are illustrated in Figure 9 indicating near-term, midterm (base case), and long-term projections by combining several key variables used in the study to project the cost potentials for this technology pathway. This analysis suggests a potential long-term goal is plausible at an estimated $5.36/GGE for high growth (18.8 g/m2/day, 16% of total solar energy to cell biomass and ethylene with 90% of this energy partitioned to ethylene and 10% to cell biomass, plus an assumed 16 quantum requirement), with a near-term projection estimated at $28.66/GGE for low growth (3.2 g/m2/day, 11% of total solar energy to cell biomass and ethylene with 75% of this energy partitioning to ethylene, plus 48 quantum requirement for ethylene).

![Figure 9. MFSP for prospective case scenarios. CD is cryogenic distillation, and ABS stands for absorption separation.](image)

Three parallel research approaches to increase productivity and energy partitioning to ethylene could be pursued to achieve the longer-term projections. First, the limiting factor for ethylene production has been the levels of ethylene-forming enzyme and its substrate alpha ketoglutarate; therefore, synthetic biology tools, such as an optimized gene copy number, promoter, and ribosome-binding site, should be applied to increase ethylene-forming enzyme expression levels and substrate supply. Second, current metabolic pathways leading to ethylene production are not carbon efficient and the utilization of energy-efficient metabolic pathways such as the phosphoketolase reaction could be explored. Third, the EFE reaction may consist of two sub-reactions from a common intermediate—one yields ethylene and another does not—therefore enzyme engineering could maximize the ethylene-producing sub-reaction and minimize the non-productive sub-reaction. Besides carbon partition rate improvements, the ethylene production rate could be further increased by enhancement of the photosynthetic carbon fixation rate. Light harvesting could be improved by expanding the photosynthetically active solar spectrum via pigments that absorb red and infrared light. It has also been observed that there is increased CO2 fixation rates in ethylene producing strains, suggesting that ethylene production triggers a natural regulatory mechanism in *Synechocystis* to increase photosynthesis, with increased carbon fixation from both ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate
Understanding this regulatory mechanism could lead to additional increases in carbon fixation rates and ethylene productivity. In the meantime, the quantum requirement should be experimentally determined and improved by pathway and enzyme engineering as mentioned above. The durability of the culture should be improved from the demonstrated 71 days to the best case of close to a year with further demonstration. The photon transmission efficiency could be increased by using materials for the PBR that allow for a greater light penetration. In addition, supplemental energy inputs, such as a light-concentrating device, supplemental illumination, and biomass-derived sugars, could be considered to further increase ethylene productivity, although they may also increase the process costs. Progress has been made on engineering *Synechocystis* to convert xylose and glucose to ethylene at higher productivity than photosynthesis alone. Mixotrophic conversion of low-cost organic feedstocks as well as CO2 could support ethylene productivity beyond what’s considered best case productivity at about 11% solar energy input but at the cost of utilizing an additional feedstock. Other more advanced PBR systems, such as immobilized cells, could be considered in the future with potentials of improving productivity to achieve long-term cost projections.

In all, Figure 9 suggests that to achieve economic viability, improvements to cell biology (productivity and energy partitioning to ethylene) and system engineering (designing a cost-effective closed cultivation system, separation technologies, and wastewater treatment technologies) will be required together. To further reduce cost below $5.36/GGE (equivalent to $225/barrel oil), further improvements to photosynthetic efficiency and cell biology would be required, as well as additional energy input such as biomass sugars. Utilization of biomass sugars has been explored to enhance ethylene productivity and may be considered in future TEAs. Today’s crude oil price is $45/barrel (accessed on July 20th, 2016, http://www.bloomberg.com/energy), which is equivalent to MFSP of $1.07/GGE (assuming each barrel is 42 gallon gasoline equivalent). Thus, development of lower cost cultivation systems may further reduce MFSP to be cost comparable with fossil derived fuel costs, along with advances in other process and separation technologies.

### 4. Conclusion

Techno-economic analysis was performed for a new technology pathway to photosynthetically produce ethylene using cyanobacteria, CO2, and sunlight. For a process conversion facility with an annual production rate of 10 MMGGE hydrocarbon fuel, the minimum selling price was projected at $15.07/GGE as a midterm projection, with near-term cost potentials at $28.66/GGE and long-term potentials at $5.36/GGE. The ethylene productivity from photosynthesis was identified as the most critical variable for cost reduction as it combines the effects from the quantum requirement, energy partitioning, biomass and ethylene accumulation efficiency (cost of living for the cell), photon transmission efficiency, and location. Therefore research priorities should focus on understanding the quantum requirement of ethylene synthesis, maximizing energy partitioning to ethylene, minimizing the energy cost of living for cells, and increasing the photon transmission efficiency. Separating ethylene within the flammability zone can also improve costs and the net energy ratio. This analysis shows that a cost reduction for the long-term projection scenario can be achieved through synergistic improvements in productivity, reactor design, and separation technologies.
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